From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Abigail Hagler
Nicholas Coussoulis
proposed bike rance
Sunday, March 31, 2019 5:28:42 PM

*******
This message and sender come from outside Pima County. If you did not expect
this message, proceed with caution. Verify the sender's identity before
performing any action, such as clicking on a link or opening an attachment.
*******

Please DO NOT support this development.

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Jennifer Vimmerstedt
Nicholas Coussoulis; District4
RE: P19CU00005 El Cortijo, LLC, S. Old Spanish Trail #2 Minor Resort
Monday, April 1, 2019 11:30:30 AM

*******
This message and sender come from outside Pima County. If you did not expect
this message, proceed with caution. Verify the sender's identity before
performing any action, such as clicking on a link or opening an attachment.
*******

Dear Mr. Coussoulis and Supervisor Christy,
The purpose of this letter is to communicate our opposition for the application
for Conditional Use as a Minor Resort on the property at 3700 S. Old Spanish
Trail.
The reasons for our opposition are as follows:
We purchased our property with the understanding that the surrounding area is
zoned SR Suburban Ranch, requiring a minimum lot area of 144,000 sf (3.31
ac) per lot. A conditional variance (SR exception) for this development would
significantly increase building density and population. PHASE 1 has the
potential for up to 200+ guests and 60 employees on this property and in the
surrounding areas. It is no longer a “minor resort”. It has the essence of a midsize travel lodge which will contribute to greater traffic congestion, noise/light
pollution as well as disturb the desert eco-system. It will destroy the beauty
and tranquility of this area which was a major factor in our decision to live here.
Our properties are also not on the city sewer and each property owner in this
area relies on an individual septic system. How big would a septic system need
to be for 200+ guests and 60 employees? How would that impact the ecosystem? How would that impact our ground water? How would that impact
neighbors that have wells in the area? To my understanding, the details of their
proposed septic system doesn’t need to be worked out until after their
conditional use permit is granted and then it’s too late.
The traffic is a huge concern. I know the developers have had “studies” of
traffic in the area but my guess is that they didn’t look at the traffic during the
morning and afternoon/evening hours. In addition, with all of the development
in the Rocking K/Vail area, traffic will only get worse in this area. People drive
fast and accidents are common along Old Spanish Trail. I would assume many
of the Bike Ranch guests will want to walk/bike across Old Spanish Trail to visit
the park and that will only add to the traffic/danger in the area, even if they put
up a crosswalk or light.
We see many species of animals and the proposed development would
destroy their homes and land that they cross. The 3.3 acres per lot
requirement allows for the natural movement of these animals throughout the

area.
The new proposed plan only accounts for the development of the 20 acres at
the north end of the property. Once the development is completed, it would be
a natural move for them to develop the rest of their 40 acres. Currently there
are older rental homes on this property but once the “door” is opened, I
suspect they will continue adding to their resort.
By granting this conditional use permit, you are opening up the possibility for
additional development and businesses in this area. I know new businesses
mean more tax money and is “good” for the community but this area is so
unique and beautiful. Please leave the zoning on this beautiful area as-is and
not allow this development to go through. The property is zoned SR for a
reason and it should remain that way. Thank you for your time.
Respectfully,
Adam and Jennifer Vimmerstedt

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Alma Felton
Nicholas Coussoulis
District4
Bike Ranch/Hotel
Sunday, March 31, 2019 11:37:41 AM

*******
This message and sender come from outside Pima County. If you did not expect this message, proceed with caution.
Verify the sender's identity before performing any action, such as clicking on a link or opening an attachment.
*******

Hey Nicholas and Steve
We hope this isn’t too late to voice our opinions regarding the 20 acres across Sahuaro National Park.
The traffic alone will be horrible due to the increase in people. Autos, hotel guests, and Bikers. Please do not agree
to this!
Do you intend to increase it to a four lane road!! All for development.
Please give us some hope that Pima county officials still listen to the tax payers.
We bought a home on 3 acres near that location because we believed the 3 acre to one home site was respectful to
the Sahuaro National Park. If this goes through, we will have to sell and move to a smarter state.
Listen to the taxpayers!!!
Alma Felton and David Mock
4671 S Manning Camp Ct
Tucson, AZ 85747
Sent from my iPhone

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Barry Meikle
Nicholas Coussoulis
NPS land
Friday, March 29, 2019 7:07:10 PM

*******
This message and sender come from outside Pima County. If you did not expect
this message, proceed with caution. Verify the sender's identity before
performing any action, such as clicking on a link or opening an attachment.
*******

Re: P19CU00005

El Cortijo, LLC

Supervisor Steve Christy:
Nicholas Coussoulis, Sr. Planner
I strongly oppose the proposed development of this "minor resort", in reality a motel disguised
as a "Bike Ranch". The proposed development violates the spirit of the Buffer Overlay
Zoning Ordinance. This development will conspicuously mar the seamless, low density
transition from Tucson, through the buffer zone, and into the Park.
Regardless of the claimed environmental sensitivity, the projects plot plans submitted clearly
show that the bulldozing of the 19 acres will be a necessity! The developers own 25 adjacent
acres and have stated, rather ominously, that they have "no immediate plans to develop the
second parcel". Does that not reveal their true intentions?
I further object to the developers flagrant use of the term "casita". A casita is a small house!
Two-story, multiple unit structures are certainly NOT casitas and look very much like a motel
to me. What am I missing? I consider this misrepresentation!
The basis for granting a permit for a minor resort is the NEED of Short -term visitors. There is
no NEED for a lodging facility for bicyclists in an area so close to the many great lodging
facilities of Greater Tucson. Such facilities are not in short supply. In fact, the site proposed is
so off the beaten path and far from real bike trails, bike parks and eating and entertainment
establishments, it is hard for me to fathom why any visiting cyclists would want to stay there.
The whole basis of this proposal seems to be to use a false narrative to obtain maximum unit
construction without requiring a zone change. I contend that the developers "dream" is a
smoke screen, designed to secure a permit which will result in a nightmare for permanent tax
paying residents. We came here to a Suburban Ranch SR zoned area because we sought a low
density environment offering quiet, solitude and naturalness which is now threatened.
The proposed development is less than one-third of a mile from the designated Wilderness in
Saguaro National Park. The Supervisors and County officials have the responsibility for
public policy and, if they are to honor their obligations of public trust, then they must listen
to the voices of the citizens and residents, and appropriately act…
…as stewards of our natural resources!
In order to do so, it is our profound belief that this permit for a misrepresentd "minor resort"
must be denied!

Beverly Kirchoffner
4175 S. Escalante Ridge Place
Tucson, Az. 85 730
4/1/2019
Mr. Nicholas Coussoulis, Sr. Planner
Pima County Development Services
201 N. Stone Avenue, 2nd Floor
Tucson, Az. 85701
Supervisor Steve Christy
130 W. Congress 11th Floor
Tucson, Az. 85701
RE: P19CUOOOOS El Cortijo, LLC, S. Old Spanish Trail. #2 Minor Resort
Dear Mr. Coussoulis and Supervisor Christy,
The purpose of this letter is to communicate my opposition for the application for Conditional
Use as a Minor Resort on the property at 3700 S. Old Spanish Trail.
When we purchased our property in 1999 we did so because it was always our understanding
that the surrounding area is zoned SR Suburban Ranch requiring a minimum lot area of 3.31 ac
per lot.
A conditional variance for this development will greatly increase building density and the
population. My understanding is that this

devel~pment

has the potential for up to 200+ guests

and 60 employees. There is no way that this kind of population will not have a critical effect on
traffic congestion, noise and light pollution, and impact the desert eco- system.
I am greatly concerned about the danger of adding additional bicycle and vehicle traffic to the
already dangerous conditions of Old Spanish Trail and Escalante Roads. As someone who travels
these roads almost daily I have experienced the problem with the already busy traffic and poor
visibility of both these roads. This problem has worsened with the congestion on Houghton.
Please consider that this property has been zoned SR with good reason, to protect and preserve
the beauty and serenity of our desert and needs to remain that way.
Sincerely,
Beverly Kirchoffner 520-886-7273 tbk30@yahoo.com

~~~~

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Carol Poster
Nicholas Coussoulis
Saguaro East
Monday, April 1, 2019 1:44:15 PM

*******
This message and sender come from outside Pima County. If you did not expect
this message, proceed with caution. Verify the sender's identity before
performing any action, such as clicking on a link or opening an attachment.
*******

Dear Nicholas Coussoulis,
I live just off Old Spanish Trail and am strongly opposed to the development of the Bike
Ranch near Saguaro East. This development would have a negative impact on wildlife and
vegetation. Also, OST is a narrow road that has several blind curves and is already dangerous
for cyclists at times. Increasing the density of traffic and cyclists would make the road even
more dangerous, especially at sunrise and sunset when javelinas and other wildlife tend to
cross the road. The specific plan of the Bike Ranch as a dense commercial development would
have a far greater impact on the area than single families homes, which contribute less light
pollution and noise. I hope you will not approve this and maintain the character of the
neighborhood as a quiet, peaceful area of single family homes that is hospitable to wildlife.
Sincerely,
Carol Poster

Virus-free. www.avg.com

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Carolyn Leigh/Ron Perry
District4; District5
Nicholas Coussoulis
Bicycle resort at Saguaro East entrance
Monday, April 1, 2019 2:01:22 PM

*******
This message and sender come from outside Pima County. If you did not expect
this message, proceed with caution. Verify the sender's identity before
performing any action, such as clicking on a link or opening an attachment.
*******

Dear Supervisor Christy and Supervisor Elias,
My husband and I strongly oppose this effort to circumvent both the SR Zoning and the Buffer
Overlay Zoning Ordinance.
We have similar issues in the Tucson Mountains. Our neighborhood associations, Gates Pass
Area Neighborhood Association and the Tucson Mountains Association, have defeated
numerous proposals over the years to circumvent protective zoning adjacent to our County and
National Parks.
Please deny this development:
Bicycle Resort at entrance to Saguaro National Park East
Reference number: P19CU00005 El Cortijo, LLC
Thank you for your consideration,
Carolyn Leigh and Ron Perry

April 1, 2019
Supervisor Steve Christy
130 W. Congress 11th Floor
Tucson, AZ 85701
(520) 724-8094
district4@pima.gov
Nicholas Coussoulis, Senior Planner
Pima County Development Services
201 N. Stone Avenue, 2nd Floor
Tucson, AZ 85701
(520) 724-9000
Nicholas.Coussoulis@pima.gov
Re: P19CU00005 El Cortijo, LLC
Supervisor Christy and Mr. Portner,
My husband and I are 37-year residents at 3435 S. Spanish Terrace, which is within the 1000’ of the
proposed bike ranch development. We raised our family in this home, all the while enjoying the wildlife
and the beauty of the area. Today we are at risk of losing all of this due to the intrusion of the bike
ranch. We are now faced with decisions that we never thought we would have to make. Our long-term
plans were to age in place in our home due to the memories it holds of family and friends; but if this
development proceeds, we will likely experience a decrease in our home’s value which puts in jeopardy
our “nest egg” and its contribution to our end-of- life financial plan. The purpose of this letter is to refute
the planning staffer’s reporting that the applicants have “…conducted outreach with neighbor
representatives” or “… have made an effort to communicate and work with neighbors …”. These
statements are false.
The neighbors within 1000 feet were invited to a February 18th public meeting that the developers’
representative conducted. He began by advising the group that he would describe the proposed
development in detail, but he would not take questions during his presentation; instead we were told
that we could come up individually afterwards and that he would attempt to answer our questions. As
you might expect these instructions were not received well by the group, and despite his instructions a
limited number of questions (5-6) were answered in a group setting. He verbally described the project,
with the use of various visual aids that the audience could not see. There were no handouts. This
should in no way be construed as a free exchange, public meeting. This was only their attempt to get
this checklist item fulfilled. Needless to say, the attendees were angered by these antics.
I can honestly tell you that over the past five years neither myself nor my husband have ever attended
any meeting of Saguaro Shadow residents with Kelley Matthews or her husband, with the possible
exception of Pima County zoning meetings. There simply has been no outreach to the neighborhood
that stands to be most impacted by this development. The agent for the developers phoned two
residents of the affected neighborhood around March 19th, with me being one. In my case, this contact
was in response to a call that I had made to the agent a month earlier. I had several additional
questions on the project that had arisen in conjunction with his February overview. He answered my
questions, although his responses did not put to rest my overall concerns. In closing he casually
mentioned a group meeting, but I did not take this as an overture of a neighborhood meeting. If that’s
what this was, I obviously missed it. It needs to be understood that this call came in around 3:30 on the

day of the opposition meeting at Saguaro Buttes church, so I was anxious to wrap up the call to prepare
for that event. My expectations for a neighborhood outreach meeting are just that. I would expect it to
be multiple meetings, formally organized by the developer with a sincere attempt to mitigate some of
the major neighborhood objections.
Due to the fact that there were no verifications by Pima County Planning/Zoning that the neighborhood
outreach meetings were held, it is deemed appropriate 1) that the staff report should be amended to
reflect this deficiency and to acknowledge that the developers failed to satisfy the requirement of public
meetings with the immediate neighbors ; and 2) to reconsider the staff recommendation therein.
The ill will that the Saguaro Shadows neighborhood as well as the surrounding SR community have for
the applicants and for this project are indescribable and should be a concern to the applicants, Pima
County Planning/Zoning and the Board of Supervisors. We find this development inconsistent and
incompatible with the existing low density, residential neighborhoods, with one residence on a minimum
of 3.3 acres. We feel betrayed by the SR zoning and the buffer overlay zone and violated by the fact
that 42 years after the Saguaro Shadows subdivision was developed, a newcomer to the area- an
unsightly, densely populated project will harm innocent homeowners in that it will devalue home prices,
disrupt personal lives, wreak havoc with wildlife, and forever change the serene setting of the area. I
strongly urge that the staff report be amended as specified above and that the request for the
special use permit be denied.

Sincerely,
Charlene Shumaker
3435 S. Spanish Terrace
Tucson, AZ 85730

April 1, 2019

Dear Mr. Coussoulis:
Reference No.: P19CUOOOO5 El Cortijo, LLC
We bought our property on Escalante Rd. in 1972, built a house in 1973, and moved in on January 17,
1974. Escalante was and still is a residential road accessed by driveways from families living in SR zoned
properties. About six months after we moved in, Escalante was paved and was never repaved until
2018.
Due to limited access to Old Spanish Trail, Escalante Road has become like a parkway. Since the repavement of Escalante Road, we have noticed a marked increase in traffic. This is due to more vehicles
using Escalante because it is now improved and due to the rapid growth in Vail.
We live on one of the many rolling hills which makes it difficult to see traffic coming over the hill. We
fear the increased car and bike traffic throughout the day will indeed be a significant safety concern for
those of us trying to pull out of our driveway onto Escalante Road as well as cyclists having to deal with
residential traffic. We are fearful that Escalante will need to be widened because of the increased
usage. Even now we have to sometimes wait to pull away from our mailbox for 13 or 14 vehicles to
pass. This past Sunday, we were on Escalante and also Old Spanish Trail and had to simultaneously deal
with cyclists and oncoming traffic.
We chose this property in the SR zoning over 47 years ago. We hate to see the area change. This area
needs to keep the buffer zone around Saguaro National Park in place. We have taken our grandchildren
and out-of-town guests through the national park. We would dislike following multitudes of cyclists
through the park on the narrow roads.
We have had deer on our property which come down from the Saguaro National Park for water in the
summer. Two of them have been hit in front of our property. There are javelina crossing Escalante and
Old Spanish Trail constantly. We have a herd of about 30 living on our property and the neighbors’
property.
This bike ranch could wind up destroying over 40 acres of desert which is the size of a high school
property. The SR zoning and buffer zone should be respected and remain in place, and this area should
remain residential. We hope you will consider our concerns and objections and turn down the proposed
bike ranch project.
Respectfully,

Scott and Claudette Welch
10825 E. Escalante Rd.
Tucson, AZ 85730

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

godivafairy@aol.com
Nicholas Coussoulis; District4
Save Saguaro National Park
Monday, April 1, 2019 1:36:07 PM

*******
This message and sender come from outside Pima County. If you did not expect
this message, proceed with caution. Verify the sender's identity before
performing any action, such as clicking on a link or opening an attachment.
*******

Dear Mr Christi and Mr Coussoulis,
My husband and I bought our home on South Hunters Run in 1980. We, like many of our neighbors are
professional people and/or business owners in Tucson and in our work a day world coming home to our
pristine neighborhood was the perfect ending to our day. Our homes are separated by some acreage but
we know each other. When this idea for a bike ranch came about....none of us except the immediate
homeowners adjacent to the site were notified. Fortunately these neighbors were opposed to the idea
from the start and let the rest of us know what was being posed. We have been fighting this development
for a number of years now and plan to continue to. The owners/developers keep changing their approach
trying desperately to get their project okayed. They have lost in court a number of times.
Many of us think the bike ranch idea is a good one and good for Tucson but not at the intended site. If
you would come to see our neighborhood you would see that our roads are quite narrow and have
become much more congested already with the growth of Vail. No commercial development has been
allowed due to the buffer zone by the monument. Then there is the water and sewage issue. We have
been on a community well for ages and the city only now has blended water to that well. All of us are on
septic systems. Lighting is another issue. We treasure out night skies and with the proposed exterior
lighting and signage posed in this plan we would lose our night sky. The wildlife that will be displaced is
another issue close to our hearts. We have every type of desert creature living among us and the size of
this project would seriously affect the ecosystem that we and the animals enjoy.
The bike ranch developers keep saying that this project will benefit us homeowners but have never
explained HOW. The only benefit will be to them. Our suggestion is to keep the zoning in place and
have the developers build custom homes on their land and find another more suitable location for their
project. At one of our meetings with them a neighbor actually brought a listing of a resort further north
and west that was for sale and had the space they desire and much of the other issues and zoning in
place already. It was also located along the bike zone that goes all around Tucson.
After reading this I am sure you can see why those of us who live in this neighborhood and have for so
long do not want to see change such as this that will affect so much and so many so badly.
Thank you for supporting us in this fight. It is serious and if this door is opened it will open up for future
development in our area that I can't even imagine.
Regards,
Courtney Ashbrook

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

David M
Nicholas Coussoulis; District4
El Cortijo, LLC, S. Old Spanish Trail #2 Minor Resort
Saturday, March 30, 2019 1:44:59 PM

*******
This message and sender come from outside Pima County. If you did not expect
this message, proceed with caution. Verify the sender's identity before
performing any action, such as clicking on a link or opening an attachment.
*******

Dear Mr. Coussoulis and Supervisor Christy,
I am writing to let you know of my opposition to the application for Conditional Use as a Minor Resort on
the property at 3700 S. Old Spanish Trail.
One of Tucson’s greatest assets is the accessibility of the natural environment, unspoiled by
commercialism and development. Saguaro National Monument is the cornerstone of our city’s connection
to the desert. Building “resort” so close the entrance of the park only invites a despoiling of the natural
environment. I strongly urge you to vote “no” on this application.

Sincerely,
David Morden
1932 S. Olsen Avenue
Tucson, AZ 85713
(520) 245-2456

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Chuck and Dominick
Nicholas Coussoulis; District4
RE: P19CU00005 El Cortijo, LLC, S. Old Spanish Trail #2 Minor Resort
Friday, March 29, 2019 9:49:53 PM

*******
This message and sender come from outside Pima County. If you did not expect
this message, proceed with caution. Verify the sender's identity before
performing any action, such as clicking on a link or opening an attachment.
*******

DOMINICK ALPERTI / CHARLES ZAMAL
11536 E Saguaro Crest Pl., Tucson, AZ 85747
email: ChuckandDom@yahoo.com
Phone: 520-731-9435

March 29, 2019
Mr. Nicholas Coussoulis, Sr. Planner
Pima County Development Services
201 North Stone Avenue, 2nd Floor
Tucson, AZ 85701
Supervisor Steve Christy
130 W. Congress 11th Floor
Tucson, AZ 85701

Dear Mr. Coussoulis and Supervisor Christy,
     In 1999 we decided that we would live out our lives in Tucson, AZ because of the natural
beauty of the area especially in the area of the Saguaro National Park East. We were mesmerized
by the stunning beauty and unspoiled desert in this part of Tucson and decided to build our home
across the street from the Satuaro National Park. We couldn't believe the beautiful saguaros that
were growing all around the area and found the perfect spot for us to make a 'forever' home.
     We built about a mile south of the entrance to the park on E Saguaro Crest Pl., and very often
just sit and take in the beauty of the area that we have been lucky enough to settle in. We travel up
and down Old Spanish Trail several times a day and we can see the increase in vehicular traffic
over the years.
    We understand that a bike resort is being proposed almost right across from the entrance to
the National Park and feel that a commercial development should not be allowed so close to the

Park. That area should be kept as pristine as possible and commercial use would not only affect
the esthetics but also cause problems with the natural wildlife in the area, to say nothing of the
increase in traffic which we have seen almost double since we built here.
    It was our understanding that all properties in the area would be 3.3 acres per residence which
would keep a decent amount of space between residences so that the area would never be built up
like it is in some parts of Tucson and allow the wildlife to continue living in the area that we love
so much. We would like to see those restrictions upheld and from what we understand, this new
development will be more dense than the surrounding areas bringing in more traffic, people and
congestion.
    Our National Parks are something that we should protect for future generations to enjoy and if
the bike resort is allowed to be built right across from the National Park it can never be changed
back and we would definitely lose the beauty of the wilderness of the Saguaro National Park East
for the generations that follow.
    We are asking that the bike resort be denied their request to build in that location.
    Regards,
    Dominick Alperti
    Charles Zamal

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

joze2 Joze2
Nicholas Coussoulis
Bike Resort
Friday, March 29, 2019 9:42:28 PM

*******
This message and sender come from outside Pima County. If you did not expect
this message, proceed with caution. Verify the sender's identity before
performing any action, such as clicking on a link or opening an attachment.
*******

Sir:
We live off Old Spanish Trail and are opposed to the new construction of a large commercial bike motel on our
famous and protected trail.
Traffic has already increased 3 fold with all the new homes near Vail. The trail is a narrow road with close bike
lanes, and needs to be kept as a historical area for residential homes, not commercial ,other than those grandfathered
in.
We are looking at a 70 bed hospital, offices, and condos built on the corner of Houghton and Spanish trail which
will bring much more traffic. We can't even get through the red light there between 4 and 5.
Please keep our area free of any more commercial building, we love our area with acres and horse trails, we are
asking you to stop this motel, there are areas in Tucson better suited for this business.
Thank you,
Donald and Teta Vagasky
10795 E Pantano Trail
Tucson, AZ 85730
520-403-3282
Sent from my Verizon LG Smartphone

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Eric and Monica Christensen
Nicholas Coussoulis
Opposition to "Bike Ranch"
Sunday, March 31, 2019 1:09:26 PM

*******
This message and sender come from outside Pima County. If you did not expect
this message, proceed with caution. Verify the sender's identity before
performing any action, such as clicking on a link or opening an attachment.
*******

RE: P19CU00005 El Cortijo, LLC, S. Old Spanish Trail #2 Minor Resort
Dear Mr. Coussoulis,
I am writing today to express my opposition to the proposed "minor resort" on the
property at 3700 S Old Spanish Trail.
I have been a resident of this area for 22 years. We purchased our home within the
boundary restriction that protects Saguaro National Park and feel strongly an SR
exception should not be allowed for this project. We ride horses, hike, walk and cycle
in this area on a daily basis. Allowing new commercial use within this boundary would
negatively affect this Sonoran Desert eco-system, increase traffic congestion on the
scenic Old Spanish Trail, and set a dangerous precedent to allow further
development.
Thank you for your time and consideration,
Monica Christensen
4949 S Perlita Rd
Tucson, AZ 85747

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

gamerescue
District4; Nicholas Coussoulis
NO! on Escalante Spanish Trail
Sunday, March 31, 2019 8:47:49 PM

*******
This message and sender come from outside Pima County. If you did not expect
this message, proceed with caution. Verify the sender's identity before
performing any action, such as clicking on a link or opening an attachment.
*******

Supervisor Christy, Planner Sr Coussoulis:
Regarding: proposed development of 20 acres just north of Escalante off of Old Spanish Trail.
We are against the proposal for a multi-building development at this location. At the time we
purchased our land, Pima County was adamant that the fragile environmental situation here
required a minimum of 3-1/3 acres per resident to protect the wildlife, preserve nature, and to save
the ecology of plants, insects, animals, and others. You all deemed it critical to the environment and
held your ground. Specifically mentioned was that equal to or more than 3-1/3 acres per resident
was required to allow the animals to repeatedly and regularly pass through these lands to and from
the Rincon Mountains and Saguaro National Park, and you stated that such wide open spaces were
required to allow those several times per year migrations to occur.
As such we had to set aside most of our land for the benefit of the natural environment per your
earlier rulings.
This proposed development is much closer to the mountains than essentially all the lots you have
restricted for purposes of the environment, et al, and therefore has an even bigger negative impact
to this “fragile” environment.
Now, that someone has waved plenty of money around, are you expecting us to believe you now
when you say you had earlier lied to us all and that the situation had blown out of proportion back
then and it really it didn’t require open land for the animals and plants and ecology. Are you now
saying that money is more important than the environment!    Which is it; Did you lie back then or
are you lying now?
Adding to this, traffic on that section of Escalante has already reached dangerous proportions, far
beyond original expectation, with almost daily killings of wildlife. The massive developments down
Vail way have produced massive traffic, traffic that doesn’t believe in speed limits. Pedestrians,
bicyclists, and other vehicles obeying speed limits are run off the road regularly. We are already in
crisis now!
This proposed development flies in the face of the many hundreds upon hundreds of nearby people
who faithfully followed your restrictions. If this development does occur, then, by rights you must
reduce every reasonably close persons’ property taxes to less than 20% of current values, and

remain so lowered until and while also allowing all parcel owners to further subdivide to 0.9 acres
per resident, all the while installing new roads at County expense to correct your earlier “mistake.”
This is only fair, reasonable, and just. Or, you can refuse this obviously biased folly against the

environment and the current residents.
Francis and Lynn Shelley
Rancho Cancion

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Fritz, Heidi - (hfritz)
Nicholas Coussoulis
OPPOSITION for the application for Conditional Use as a Minor Resort on the property at 3700 S. Old Spanish
Trail.
Monday, April 1, 2019 9:20:10 AM

*******
This message and sender come from outside Pima County. If you did not expect
this message, proceed with caution. Verify the sender's identity before
performing any action, such as clicking on a link or opening an attachment.
*******

Heidi Fritz
10805 E. Pantano Trail
Tucson, Arizona, 85730
520-331-2658
April 1st, 2019

Mr. Nicholas Coussoulis, Sr. Planner
Pima County Development Services
201 North Stone Avenue, 2nd Floor
Tucson, AZ 85701
Supervisor Steve Christy
130 W. Congress 11th Floor
Tucson, AZ 85701
RE: P19CU00005 El Cortijo, LLC, S. Old Spanish Trail #2 Minor Resort
Dear Mr. Coussoulis and Supervisor Christy,
The purpose of this letter is to communicate my opposition for the application for
Conditional Use as a Minor Resort on the property at 3700 S. Old Spanish Trail.
My reasons for my opposition are as follows:

I purchased my property in 1993, 7.5 acres, with the understanding that the
surrounding area is zoned SR Suburban Ranch, I have seen my area transition from
7.5 acres to a minimum area 3.31 acres per lots. I believe that this would be just the
first of many variance changes I have already seen over the 25+ years I have been in
my current location. The CCR's developed in 1996 were for the purposes of retaining
our beautiful desert residential community, preserving the density of the area
bordering the Saguaro National Park, and to protect the natural habitat for wildlife,
along with a most important desire to protect property values in the area.

A conditional variance (SR exception) for this development would significantly
increase building density and population. PHASE 1 has the potential for up to 200+
guests and 60 employees on this property and in the surrounding areas. I believe at a
minimum this would increase vehicular traffic on Old Spanish Trail, (a winding 2 lane
road) by at least 60 + vehicles. There is no infrastructure to support this. To this day I
find it very dangerous to exit Avenida Los Reyes on to Old Spanish Trail with the
amount of traffic increase, with this areas current growth.
Another reason for opposition is the water use. We live in a desert, where is our finite
water going to come from to operate a 200+ guest facility? Who pays for it? Or is
there a new conditional variance for this with Tucson Water.
With this potential I believe it is no longer a “minor resort”. It has the look of a mid-size
travel lodge which will contribute to greater traffic congestion, reduce the water
availability for it residential customers, noise/light pollution as well as disturb the
desert eco-system. Rincon Ranch Estates has a Natural Open Space policy set forth
by pima county, what happens to that? It will destroy the beauty and tranquility of this
area which was a major factor in my decision to live here and pay my taxes. There
are other sites off Houghton that could better suit the bicyclists and their increase of
vehicle traffic in our beautiful and quiet neighborhood of Rincon Ranch Estates.
Road Cyclists have always been welcome in our neighborhood. The resort is not.
The property is zoned SR for a reason. It hope it will remain that way!
Heidi Fritz

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Ian Adrian
Nicholas Coussoulis
Reference: P19CU00005
Monday, April 1, 2019 11:45:34 AM

*******
This message and sender come from outside Pima County. If you did not expect
this message, proceed with caution. Verify the sender's identity before
performing any action, such as clicking on a link or opening an attachment.
*******

Mr. Coussoulis,
My name is Ian, and I'm a recent Tucson transplant from the Northeast. I am reaching out in
strong opposition to the proposed commercial resort at the entrance to Saguaro East.  
Upon choosing to relocate, I wasn't drawn to Tucson for golf courses or overpriced tourist
attractions. Had I been seeking such commodities, I would have chosen Phoenix. What
attracted my wife and I to this incredible area were the well-preserved national parks, the
native gardening and, unlike the Phoenix metropolitan area, Tucson's semi-responsible use of
water.  
These aspects are not only what make Tucson so unique, but they're the key to it's long-term
growth and sustainability. Should such an irresponsible project as this commercial resort be
endorsed, Tucson will further endanger the natural resources which make such a strong
contribution to it's appeal, while damaging it's attraction to the many who have come here to
avoid such large-scale developments.  
Although such a project may bring in some short-term revenue, in the long run it will only
serve to further jeopardize the uncertain future of Tucson's water availability. The already
threatened Colorado River will be further overtaxed, bringing the entire region one step closer
to becoming a blight-ridden ghost town (not to mention permanently tainting the beautiful
scenery at the entrance to Saguaro NP).
Many of Tucson's residents, myself included, will not sit idly by, watching such irresponsible
land management continue to be endorsed. This may very well be a pivotal point in your
career which will determine not only your popularity (or lack thereof), but what legacy you
will leave behind.  
Will you choose to stand for the people and natural beauty which define this incredible city, or
be coerced by money-hungry developers?
Ian Adrian, Business Owner and Tucson Resident.

Reference: P19CU00005

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

jan dowling
Nicholas Coussoulis
P19CU00005ElCortijoLLC
Monday, April 1, 2019 8:54:25 AM

*******
This message and sender come from outside Pima County. If you did not expect this message, proceed with caution.
Verify the sender's identity before performing any action, such as clicking on a link or opening an attachment.
*******

Dear Mr. Coussoulis & Supervisor Christy,
I am unable to attend the meeting of the county planning commission so am writing to express my deep concerns
over the location of the proposed bike ranch across from Saguaro Park East.
Old Spanish Trail is already unbelievably congested with vehicular traffic & is not constructed at this point to
handle the number of vehicles & increased bicycle traffic this development would add. That is a recipe for
increasing number of both vehicular & bike wrecks & injuries. Nor does it seem that the county has the finances to
widen Old Spanish Trail to enable it to handle the increased traffic safely.
Saguaro East is a jewel in a very urban part of the county, already beset by development around it. To condone yet
more noise,lights, view shed impingement & traffic would ruin what is already a tourist draw. A long term loss can
in no way be balanced by short term financial gain.
Please do NOT vote in favor of this development!!
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Jan Dowling
702 S Front Royal Dr
Tucson

Sent from my iPad

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Jim McCausland
Nicholas Coussoulis
P19CU00005
Monday, April 1, 2019 5:07:50 PM

*******
This message and sender come from outside Pima County. If you did not expect
this message, proceed with caution. Verify the sender's identity before
performing any action, such as clicking on a link or opening an attachment.
*******

Dear Mr. Coussoulis,
We would like a no vote on P19CU00005, the Bike Ranch proposal across from Saguaro
National Park.
Destroys natural desert area and affects wildlife.
Increases traffic in the area beyond what single resident house would create.
No need to start putting commercial businesses in a residential area when there are plenty of
areas close that are already zoned commercial.
There is not a critical reason that a business needs to be located in the proposed location.
Actual it isn’t all that close to the “Bike Loop” and the only amenity close by is Saguaro
Corner Restaurant. To get to other amenities will result in part of the increased traffic.
Yes it is right across the street from Saguaro National Park but this isn’t necessary for a
motel/hotel as other accommodations do just fine with their guests driving to the Park.
We are afraid of creep. One commercial business is allowed then others start coming in.
When would it stop. It is better not to start in the first place.
We feel this should be kept residential.
Sincerely,
Jim and Kathy McCausland
1011 S Paperflower Ave
Tucson, AZ 85748
kmccausl@easystreet.net
503 858 5994

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Kathleen Vitelli
District4
Nicholas Coussoulis
Bike Ranch Proposal near Saguaro National Park East
Friday, March 29, 2019 3:57:42 PM

*******
This message and sender come from outside Pima County. If you did not expect
this message, proceed with caution. Verify the sender's identity before
performing any action, such as clicking on a link or opening an attachment.
*******

Dear Supervisor Christy:
We are writing in strong opposition of the Application for
Conditional Use as a Minor Resort planned on 3700 South Old
Spanish Trail.
We live on on the east side of Tucson and have been here for
more than fifteen years - we live here for a reason.
As you
know, this area is zoned SR Suburban Ranch, and for very valid
reasons.
This application would severely impact not only the
residential setting of the area but be located literally across
the street from Saguaro National Park.
It is a buffer area
that was established years ago according to the Houghton East
Neighborhood Plan and was put in place to protect the natural
environment and riparian areas of and surrounding this
beautiful National Park.   
With the widening of Houghton Road, we have had to compromise
our quiet area with proposed big box stores, multi floor
medical facility and strip malls.
Some of these are still
waiting to be built with the rubber stamp rezoning approval of
the Mayor and City Council.
But this new proposal poses
serious expansion issues near the park and residential
neighborhoods.
The proposal put forth by this developer is by
no means minor but more of a medium sized resort which will
have impacts on the area that will be irreversible.   
It seems that this City stands on the word often used Progress.
But sir, this is not "mindful" progress.
Not only
will the park be impacted but the many riparian areas and
washes will as well.
Once done, it will be gone forever.
All on the guise of progress and tourism.
Respectfully, this
is a money making business for the developer, and we believe
that we as residents should be your first priority.
Also,
please remember this park is visited by hundreds of thousands
of people a year.
It supports tourism and brings in countless
dollars to this City - much more than this "resort" will ever

do.
Please remember that this land, vegetation and wildlife have a
voice.
Please do what is right.
Respectfully,
Joseph and Kathleen Vitelli
10870 E. 22nd Street, Tucson, AZ
kayceesgarden@att.net

85748

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Leslie Lowell
Nicholas Coussoulis
bike ranch
Monday, April 1, 2019 12:07:46 PM

*******
This message and sender come from outside Pima County. If you did not expect this message, proceed with caution.
Verify the sender's identity before performing any action, such as clicking on a link or opening an attachment.
*******

Leslie Kennedy Lowell
11361 E. Escalante Road
Tucson, Arizona 85730
April 1, 2019
Mr. Nicholas Coussoulis, Sr. Planner
Re: P19CU00005 El Cortijo, LLC, S. Old Spanish Trail #2 Minor Resort

Dear Mr. Coussoulis,
As a resident of Escalante Rd. for almost fifty-four years, I strongly oppose the proposed bike resort. It simply does
not belong across from a beautiful National Park. Most importantly, it would be a huge violation of the buffer zone,
which is designed to "enhance the conservation values of an area," specifically Saguaro National Park.
Thank you for your attention and time,
Leslie Kennedy Lowell

  

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

mhen4040@aol.com
District4; Nicholas Coussoulis
P19CU00005 El Cortijo, LLC Saguaro National Park East
Tuesday, April 2, 2019 6:53:51 AM

*******
This message and sender come from outside Pima County. If you did not expect
this message, proceed with caution. Verify the sender's identity before
performing any action, such as clicking on a link or opening an attachment.
*******

This email is being sent to protest the invasive building of a bike hotel across from Saguaro National
Park. There is a buffer zone in place to protect this area from commercializing around the park. What is
the purpose of a buffer zone if you allow builders to build commercial buildings. I have lived in Tucson for
over 55 years. The building of high density housing that was allowed near Sabino Canyon has ruined the
scenery.
If you allow this to built across the street from the entrance to Saguaro National Park, the peace and
serenity that people seek will be lost. There will be more traffic, accidents, light pollution, loss of wildlife.
I moved to the east side 32 years ago.   I loved the low density housing, wildlife and at the time the
million stars you could see. With all the building that has been going there is so much light pollution and
the nighttime sky is not as brilliant as it once was. At least I can go a few miles down the road to see the
stars. Adding more lighting to the area will increase the light pollution.
It is my understanding that the widening of Houghton from 22nd st to Irvington will not be done until
2023. There is already so much congestion in the area. Old Spanish Trail is already dangerous with all
the cyclists that use the bike path along with the current amount of vehicular traffic. Adding more
congestion to the area will only increase the danger of accidents.
Can't we leave part of Tucson as was intended so that everyone can enjoy the true beauty of nature? I
protest this type of building on this property that sits across from the Saguaro National Park Entrance.
Sincerely,
Mary Hensley
1601 S. Barbados Pl
Tucson, AZ 85748

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Olsen, Mary W - (olsen)
Nicholas Coussoulis; District4
Opposition to P19CU00005 El Cortijo, LLC, S. Old Spanish Trail #2 Minor Resort
Sunday, March 31, 2019 7:18:54 PM

*******
This message and sender come from outside Pima County. If you did not expect
this message, proceed with caution. Verify the sender's identity before
performing any action, such as clicking on a link or opening an attachment.
*******

March 31, 2019
To:      Mr. Coussoulis
Nicholas.Coussoulis@pima.gov
Supervisor Christy
district4@pima.gov
From: Mary W. Olsen
Re:      P19CU00005 El Cortijo, LLC, S. Old Spanish Trail #2 Minor Resort
I am a resident of District 4 of Pima County and oppose the construction of a
said “bike hotel” directly across the road from the Saguaro National Park East
(P19CU00005 El Cortijo, LLC, S. Old Spanish Trail #2 Minor Resort).
My oppositions are based on:
The absence of consideration of the proposed commercial site for traffic
and pollution of the area, including the problems of increased traffic at an
already dangerous intersection, light pollution and the lack of information
on septic and waste disposal systems for over 250 people – this is not a
minor resort;
The disregard of the buffer zone that was established to protect the Park;
The absence of any effort by the developer to work with the residents of
District 4 near the Park;
The disregard for the mission of the National Park Service “to conserve
the scenery and the natural and historic objects and the wild life therein
and to provide for the enjoyment of the same in such manner and by such
means as will leave them unimpaired for the enjoyment of future

generations" (https://www.nps.gov/orgs/1955/our-mission-androle.htm); and the SNP foundation document (Saguaro NP 2014) that
states that the “purpose of Saguaro National Park is to preserve and
protect saguaro cacti and the park’s diverse biotic community“
(https://irma.nps.gov/DataStore/DownloadFile/596497).
Pima County needs to be responsible to its residents and to the residents of
southern Arizona with the current zoning for the area – it is in place for good
reason.

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Michelle Pedersen
District4; Nicholas Coussoulis; COB_mail
Save Saquaro National Park
Tuesday, April 2, 2019 6:46:40 AM

*******
This message and sender come from outside Pima County. If you did not expect
this message, proceed with caution. Verify the sender's identity before
performing any action, such as clicking on a link or opening an attachment.
*******

1. The bike ranch can be located somewhere else that does not threaten Saquaro
National Park. The Saquaro National Park cannot be relocated.
2. The bike ranch’s proposed 49 houses and two-story buildings, a 34 foot high bike
barn, a restaurant, swimming pool, 80 lighted spaced parking lot, a liquor license, a
quarter-of-a-mile 4 foot fence and lighted out door gathering place on nineteen acres is
not in keeping with the surrounding development density SR zoning of one single
family house per 3.3 acre lot. Neither is blading 19 acres of native vegetation.
3. The current proposed development will impede the wildlife corridors and endanger
the wildlife.
4. The increased noise pollution that will be produced by the bike ranch development
will drive wildlife away from the critical Escalante Wash. The Escalante Wash is an
important biological link that connects the protected habitats of Saquaro National Park
into the adjacent low density neighborhoods and provides the wildlife with necessary
food and water during certain times of the year.
5. The increased light pollution will ruin with the dark skies, night sky viewing and
the movement of nocturnal animals.
6. The increased traffic, specifically bicyclists, on Old Spanish Trail will result in
increased congestion and fatalities between bicyclists, equestrians and motorists.

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Michelle Pedersen
Nicholas Coussoulis; distric4@pima.gov; COB_mail
Save Saquaro National Park
Tuesday, April 2, 2019 6:40:08 AM

*******
This message and sender come from outside Pima County. If you did not expect
this message, proceed with caution. Verify the sender's identity before
performing any action, such as clicking on a link or opening an attachment.
*******

Board of Pima County Supervisors
Steve Christy  
Pima County Development Services
Nicholas Coussoulis
Mark Holden
Dear Sirs:
  
I live at 4346 S. Escalante Ridge Pl and my residence is within a half mile of the proposed
Bike Ranch by El Cortijo, LLC. I am opposed to the Bike Ranch for the following reasons:
1. The bike ranch is nothing more than a motel in disguise that these developers are trying to
put directly across the street from Saquaro National Park on Old Spanish Trail.  
2. The magnitude of the development of 49 houses and two-story buildings, a 34 foot high
bike barn, restaurant, pool, 80 space parking lot a quarter mile long fence, lighted outdoor
gathering place, and liquor license on 19 acres is not consistent with the SR zoning of one
single family house per 3.3 acres.
3. The bike ranch will threaten and endanger the wildlife. The proposed bike ranch will
compromise the current wildlife corridors and potentially force the wildlife on to Old Spanish
Trail because of the compromised wildlife corridors
4. The traffic on Old Spanish Trail and Escalante has increased since 2014, and adding
bicyclists will only increase the road congestion further and lead to increased fatalities among
bicyclists, equestrians and motorists.
5. The bike ranch has only one entrance located on Old Spanish Trail in close proximity to the
entrance to Saquaro National Park. The previous Development Services report on May 20,
2014, specifically recommended the entrance be limited to Escalante. The developers have
ignored this recommendation by the Pima County Development staff.
6. The increased light pollution will adversely impact the dark skies, night sky viewing and the
movement of nocturnal animals.
7. The financial viability of the developers and their ability to complete the bike ranch
8. Increased road side litter from the bicyclist.

9. Bicyclist are well known to ignore the roads of the rule and create dangerous situations are
all using the road way.
10. The irreparable damage to Saquaro National Park setting, wildlife habitat and movement
through the territory by allowing a development the size of eight city blocks.
11. The loss of minimal density development that generations of concern Tucson citizens have
put in place to protect the beauty peace and tranquility of Saquaro National Park.
For these reasons and many more I am opposed to the bike ranch development directly across
Old Spanish Trail from Saquaro National Park.
Sincerely,
Michelle Pedersen

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

pegjaz@juno.com
Nicholas Coussoulis
Saguaro Park East
Sunday, March 31, 2019 3:20:46 PM

*******
This message and sender come from outside Pima County. If you did not expect this message, proceed with caution.
Verify the sender's identity before performing any action, such as clicking on a link or opening an attachment.
*******

My name is Paul Goff. I live about 5 miles from the park. I have lived in Tucson for 26 years. Saguaro Park was the
first park I ever went to in Tucson. I was amazed at the place. I loved it. Since I've lived here I have visited the park
hundreds of times. I hike there, ride my bicycle there, and taken in the visitors center often.
This is a precious place that needs to be taken care of.
I'm opposed to the Bike Ranch that is trying to set up shop there across the street from the park. There is a lot to
traffic inside the park from cars as well as bicycles. I'm not opposed to riding a bicycle through the park but when it
impedes the traffic then there are problems. The park is struggling already to accommodate the visitors to it.
Sometimes there is no place to park if you want to hike on one of the trails in the back part of the park. Sometimes it
takes a long time to get around bicycles riding through the park. If this Bike Ranch gets approved the traffic, cars
and bicycles, would double. I don't think it's right that the zoning (SR) be changed so people can exploit the park
and make money off of it. Especially when the zoning was put there to protect the park from this very kind of
scenario!!!
We don't want to see Old Spanish Trail become another Oracle Road.
Thank you, Paul E. Goff

Name:

Paul Rieck

Address:

3333 S Saguaro Shadows Dr.
Tucson, AZ 85730

Parcel Number: 205-62-0610
Date:

April 1, 2019

Nicholas Coussoulis, Senior Planner
Pima County Development Services
201 N. Stone Avenue, 2nd Floor
Tucson, AZ 85701
Nicholas.Coussoulis@pima.gov
Supervisor Steve Christy
130 W. Congress 11th Floor
Tucson, AZ 85701
District2@pima.gov
RE: P19CU00005 EL CORTIJO LLC
Mr. Coussoulis and Supervisor Christy,
I own property within 1000 feet of the proposed Bicycle Ranch Development.
The proposed bicycle ranch violates the spirit of the Buffer Overlay Zoning Ordinance by adding
additional non-existing commercial buildings to the area. The two story buildings commercial buildings
mar the seamless low density transition from Tucson through the buffer zone, and into to the National
Park. The bicycle ranch also affects the wildlife habitat, wildlife behavior, and migration corridors which
the park depends on to maintain the parks pristine natural beauty and wildlife ecology.
While the Bicycle Ranch developers contend the increase in draw will bring additional commercial
revenue to Tucson and increase visitors to the National Park, it will come at the expense of increasing
traffic, lighting, and garbage which affects the wildlife behavior and habitat. The increase in vehicle and
bicycle traffic increases the likelihood of safety issues in the area as the proposed developers are only
including an at grade crosswalk for their guests to cross Old Spanish Trail into the National Park. The
proposed crosswalk is situated with minimal stopping distance from a blind curve and intersection with
freeman road. This area is already of concern for those turning left off of Pantano Trail to head
northbound due to close proximity to the 45 Miles per hour curve. The restaurant and bar will also
increase traffic in the area and the music and patron noise will disturb the surrounding wildlife and
neighbors as well as increase the existing safety issues between bicycles, pedestrians, and vehicles.
The proposed exemption also sets a precedent for current small business owners who own property in
the area to request a similar exemption to conduct their own commercial activities on their properties.
Additionally the exemption sets a precedent for future commercial development in the park area which
will further negatively impact the Natural beauty and tranquility of the park and the property which I
and my fellow neighbors have worked hard to be able to afford and preserve. I oppose the proposed
Bicycle Ranch development. I strongly urge and request the Planning Commission deny the Conditional
Use Permit for the Bicycle Ranch Development.
Respectfully
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Scott Lockaby
Nicholas Coussoulis
opposition to minor resort across from Saguaro Nat"l Park East
Saturday, March 30, 2019 11:36:10 AM
minor resort opposition - Lockaby.pdf

*******
This message and sender come from outside Pima County. If you did not expect
this message, proceed with caution. Verify the sender's identity before
performing any action, such as clicking on a link or opening an attachment.
*******

re: P19CU00005 El Cortijo llc - S. Old Spanish Trail

3/30/2019
Mr Coussoulis,
I live within the 1000 ft radius of the proposed minor resort development across from
Saguaro National Park East. I am opposed to this development, and concerned
about the impact it will have on the park, the neighborhood, the value of my property,
and the lives of my family and myself. I'm writing to request that the conditional use
permit for this project be denied.
Attached is a letter signed by me stating the above.

Thank you for your consideration,
Scott Lockaby
Owner Parcel No. 205-62-0510

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Stephanie Theodore
District4; Nicholas Coussoulis
Bike Development Project
Friday, March 29, 2019 6:41:57 PM

*******
This message and sender come from outside Pima County. If you did not expect
this message, proceed with caution. Verify the sender's identity before
performing any action, such as clicking on a link or opening an attachment.
*******

Gentlemen,
As a Pima county resident who lives in close proximity to the proposed bicycle ranch I
am appalled by the scale and scope of this project. When I cycled here as a tourist
many years ago, I supported the local BnB's and hotels and RODE to the park, using
the wonderful bike lanes on Freeman, Old Spanish Trail, etc. There is no reason to
build RIGHT NEXT DOOR TO THE PARK IF YOU ARE A CYCLIST.
This project has no place in close proximity to beautiful Saguaro National Park East.
Let them build out on Camino Loma Alto or M.A.C. -- where all the other huge
developments are going in.
The proposal is completely out of scale and would have a detrimental impact on The
Park, traffic on Old Spanish Trail, and the surrounding environs, -- development in
this area should be reserved for single-family homes on 3+ acre lots.
Please oppose this ill-conceived and out of scale development proposal.
I vote.
Sincerely,
Stephanie Theodore
14927 E. Diamond Q Ranch Pl.,
Vail, AZ 85641

Terry kirchoffner
4175 S. Escalante Ridge Place
Tucson, Az. 85730
4/1/2019
Mr. Nicholas Coussoulis, Sr. Planner
Pima County Development Services
201 N. Stone Avenue, 2nd Floor
Tucson, Az. 85701
Supervisor Steve Christy
130 W. Congress 11th Floor
Tucson, Az. 85701
RE: P19CU00005 El Cortijo, LLC, S. Old Spanish Trail. #2 Minor Resort
Dear Mr. Coussoulis and Supervisor Christy,
The purpose of this letter is to communicate my opposition for the application for Conditional
Use as a Minor Resort on the property at 3700 S. Old Spanish Trail.
When we purchased our property.19 yrs. ago we did so because of the SR zoning as I am sure
most of the people in this area have done. We want to preserve our desert eco-system as the
SR zoning was meant to do. Building this development will have a very negative effect on the
. environment as a whole and caus~ added light and noise pollution.
A conditional variance for this development will greatly increase building density and the
population. My understanding is that this development has the potential for up to 200+ guests
and 60 employees. Adding more veh icle and bicycle traffic to already dangerous traffic
conditions on Old Spanish Trail and Escalante Roads could very well result in accident injuries
and even possible fatalities. Even with the present conditions it is very difficult to get on to Old
Spanish Trail from Escalante going either north or south due to increased traffic and poor
visibility.
This property has been zoned SR with good reason, to protect and preserve the natural state
and the beauty of our desert and needs to remain that way.

273

tbk30@yahoo.com

Supervisor Steve Christy
130 W. Congress 11th Floor
Tucson, AZ 85701
(520) 724.8094
district4@pima.gov
Nicolas Coussoulis, Senior Planner
Pima County Development Services
201 N. Stone Avenue, 2nd Floor
Tucson, AZ 85701
(520) 724.9000
Nicholas.Coussoulis@pima.gov
Re: P19CU00005 El Cortijo, LLC

Supervisor Christy and Mr Portner, gentlemen
My husband and I live at 3600 S. Saguaro Shadows Dr., within 1000’ of the proposed bike
ranch development planned for the Northwest corner of Old Spanish and Escalante.
My husband, a retired Tucson Fire captain bought the property in 1985 to enjoy the tranquility of
the area, an escape if you will from the stress and demands levied on him while serving the
Tucson community for 34 years. Today, the neighborhood is at risk of losing all of its initial
appeal and benefit.
I am a civil service employee and travel daily to Davis-Monthan Air Force Base via Escalante or
Old Spanish Trail. There is already a very noticeable up-tick in Vail and Rocking K traffic on
both routes which is wreaking havoc on local wildlife attempting to migrate from Saguaro
National Park to surrounding areas.
If this 19.26 acre “bike ranch” plan continues as proposed with 33 buildings to support a resort
with bike rentals, repair, sales, restaurant, lounge, bar--all a draw for an overwhelming amount
of traffic, these local thoroughfares will become a disturbing killing field for those without a voice.
We strongly disagree with this proposed development and find it inconsistent and incompatible
with the existing low-density, residential neighborhood that’s been in existence for 42 years.
I’ve seen first-hand the impact a resort such as this can cause on surrounding properties and
wildlife populations having grown up on East Snyder Road during the development of Sabino
Springs.
Please consider denying the Conditional Use Permit for this project. Thank you.
Sincerely,
Terry Pittman
3600 S. Saguaro Shadows Dr.
Tucson, AZ 85730
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Nicholas Coussoulis, Senior Planner
Pima County Development Services
201 N. Stone Avenue, 2nd Floor
Tucson,AZ 85701
Nicholas.Coussoulis@pima.gov
Supervisor Steve Christy
130 W. Congress 11th Floor
Tucson, AZ 85701
district4@pima.gov
Re: P19CU00005 EL CORTIJO LLC
Dear Mr Coussoulis and Supervisor Christy,
I own property within the 1000 foot radius of the proposed development.
The proposed development of a resort violates the spirit of the Buffer Overlay Zoning Ordinance. This
development will conspicuously mar the seamless, low density transition from Tucson, through the buffer zone,
and into the Park. It will negatively impact the value of both my life and the value of my property.
There are also the potential issues of increased traffic, bicycle use, lighting, garbage, and sewage, and the
potential detrimental affect on wildlife habitat and migration corridors.
I oppose this proposed development. I strongly request that Planning recommend denying the Conditional Use
Permit for this project.

~r£
Signature

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Virginia
Nicholas Coussoulis
NO to bike ranch
Friday, March 29, 2019 11:21:14 PM

*******
This message and sender come from outside Pima County. If you did not expect
this message, proceed with caution. Verify the sender's identity before
performing any action, such as clicking on a link or opening an attachment.
*******

Mr. Nicholas Coussoulis, Sr. Planner
Pima County Development Services
201 North Stone Avenue, 2nd Floor
Tucson, AZ 85701

RE: P19CU00005 El Cortijo, LLC, S. Old Spanish Trail #2 Minor Resort
Dear Mr. Coussoulis
I am writing to oppose the the application for Conditional Use as a Minor Resort on
the property at 3700 S. Old Spanish Trail.
  
I bought my 3.3 acres and built a home with the understanding that the surrounding
area is zoned SR Suburban Ranch, requiring a minimum lot area of 144,000 sf (3.31
ac) per lot. A conditional variance (SR exception) for this development would
significantly increase building density and population. PHASE 1 has the potential for
up to 200+ guests and 60 employees on this property and in the surrounding areas. It
is no longer a “minor resort”. It has the essence of a mid-size travel lodge which will
contribute to greater traffic congestion, noise/light pollution as well as disturb the
desert eco-system. It will destroy the beauty and tranquility of this area which was a
major factor in our decision to live here.
The property is zoned SR for a reason. It should remain that way!
If you are going to start eroding the zoning and the intention of a low density area,
then you better let all of us subdivide so we can maximize our profits, build houses all
over the area, and destroy the way of life that those of us that live here bought into. I
can't believe you are even considering this proposal, AGAIN!
Virginia Stanek
3620 S Saguaro Shadows Drive
Tucson, AZ

520-235-7611
   

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Elizabeth Gundy
Nicholas Coussoulis
Save Saguaro National Park
Tuesday, April 2, 2019 10:18:06 AM

*******
This message and sender come from outside Pima County. If you did not expect
this message, proceed with caution. Verify the sender's identity before
performing any action, such as clicking on a link or opening an attachment.
*******

Dear Mr. Coussoulis:
As someone who lives in the Notch and goes to the park every day, I can attest to how many
more cars there are at the Broadway and Speedway entrances each year. Friends who live
elsewhere in Tucson have reported to me that they couldn't park at the Spanish Trail entrance
this year at all, not even in the middle of the week. The proposed 20-acre development for
bikers would destroy the beautiful east section of Saguaro National Park completely.
Yours sincerely,
Elizabeth Gundy   

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Joyce Kurz
Nicholas Coussoulis
Park
Monday, April 1, 2019 6:28:41 AM

*******
This message and sender come from outside Pima County. If you did not expect this message, proceed with caution.
Verify the sender's identity before performing any action, such as clicking on a link or opening an attachment.
*******

I would like to voice my opinion to keep the Saguaro National Park as is, and keep it natural.
Thank you,
Joyce Kurz

March 31, 2019

To whom it may concern,
I used to live next to the Monument.
I was contacted about the proposed development that would be built next to Saguaro
National Monument and about the number of guest it would house.
As I considered it, I was struck by the amount of traffic and tourist it would draw to the
park.
I remember the accessible road ways to be small compared to the amount of people this
development would attract. Then I thought about the trails for bikers and how they are
eroded by the bikes themselves. They do a large amount of damage. Also to consider is
the wild life. There are deer and javalina living in this area. Most precious of all are the
saguaros themselves. That is why the park was created. To save the saguaros for all to
enjoy.
I am certainly not opposed to cyclist I am just concerned about protecting a conservation
area. I think the development would be better put in a location adjacent to the already
existing bike trail that was developed by Tucson parks and stretches for at least 10 miles
maybe longer by now. To put that much bike traffic in the park would destroy it for all
future generations.
I also think there are some endangered owls that live in the park. I do not know whether
a survey has been done, to protect them, and also an impact study for the park and the
cacti. I think once it has been documented, you would not be able to increase traffic in
the area. Need to contact the Federal Parks Association and National Conservation.
Also once the park has been destroyed you can not get it back.
Has the federal park system been contacted about this proposal?
Please be responsible in your decisions. I think you may be setting yourselves up for a law
suit. You have a responsibility to the Park, the protected animals, the saguaros, and you
need to be responsible to the developer. The Park may have to close to protect itself. It is
not sufficient to accommodate the proposed traffic.
Sincerely
Judith Sanders
478-456-3732

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Steven Morganstern
Nicholas Coussoulis
Proposed development
Monday, April 1, 2019 1:51:37 PM

*******
This message and sender come from outside Pima County. If you did not expect
this message, proceed with caution. Verify the sender's identity before
performing any action, such as clicking on a link or opening an attachment.
*******

Mr. Coussoulis,
I am writing you today with concerns about the proposed development across from Saguaro
National park.
The concern I have is far different than most that you might have received. I am the owner of
Bicycle Ranch Tucson. We opened for business in 2013 and have the trade name of Bicycle
Ranch Tucson registered with the State. Since the proposal of this property started in 2015 we
have been getting calls asking about the property and people assume we are the same entity.
While not the same name, nor the same specific industry, I believe there is close enough
association for people to confuse the two. We are often referred to as "bike ranch" in
conversation. I can not say with any certainty that should this project be approved that it will
negatively affect by business but it does concern me.
Just a simple web search using the term Bike Ranch Tucson will show that we come up
prominently which in today's world is a clear indication that the names are too similar.
Because I am in the bike industry and support continuing to bring visitors in from all over to
enjoy all Pima County has to offer, I would support a project like this if the location and all
other factors were viable.
As it is however I do not believe it can go forward without unnecessary animosity and
contention.
I thank you for your time.

"Pedal On!"
Steve Morganstern
Bicycle Ranch Tucson
520-219-4311
7090 N. Oracle Rd. Ste. 198
Tucson, Az 85704

Curtis C. Lueck, Ph.D., P.E.

Consulting Transportation Engineer and Planner (Retired)

March 30, 2019
Via Email: nicholas.coussoulis@pima.gov
Mr. Nick Coussoulis
Pima County Development Services
Planning Division
201 N. Stone, Second Floor
Tucson, Arizona 85701

RE: Bike Ranch Letter of Support
P19CU00005 El Cortijo, LLC

Dear Mr. Coussoulis:
As a retired professional engineer, planner, and active cycling advocate with over 40 years of
development experience in Pima County, I am writing to encourage the County’s approval of the
Bike Ranch’s Conditional Use Permit (CUP), subject to the standard and special conditions
identified in the staff reports.
I’ve thoroughly reviewed the planning documents, engineering studies, and staff reports. I’ve
also read the opposing positions, and viewed their organization’s website. Frankly, I don’t
understand the NIMBY-ish opposition to this project. The plan meets or exceeds all the
requirements of a minor resort in SR zoning, and, importantly, it has the expressed support of
the Saguaro National Park. There are no valid reasons to disapprove or delay the project and
there are no unresolved issues that need to be addressed.
This unique project will be a tremendous asset to our bike-oriented community and to the
neighborhood. Unlike much of the wildcat housing and lot-split development in the project area,
the Bike Ranch has been conceived and planned by professionals with expertise in myriad
disciplines. It is an exemplary project that is sensitive to its physical and environmental setting
and to its neighbors.
As a region, we need this project and many more like it. I hope that reason prevails, that the
opposition’s illogical claims and unsupported arguments are appropriately discounted, and that
the Bike Ranch progresses steadily towards implementation.

Curtis C. Lueck, Ph.D., P.E.

5460 W. Four Barrel Ct.
Tucson, AZ 85743

520-743-8748
CLA-Tucson@Comcast.Net

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Don and D"Ann Hunt
Nicholas Coussoulis
P19CU00005: Conditional Use Permit for Bike Ranch on Old Spanish Trail
Saturday, March 30, 2019 6:24:08 PM

*******
This message and sender come from outside Pima County. If you did not expect
this message, proceed with caution. Verify the sender's identity before
performing any action, such as clicking on a link or opening an attachment.
*******

To: Mr. Nick Coussoulis 30 March 2019
Pima County Development Services
Planning Division
From: Donald Hunt
615 N Circle D Way
Tucson AZ, 85748
Subject: Support for Conditional Use Permit for “Bike Ranch” near
Saguaro National Park
I am writing to you to express my support for the construction of the
Bike Ranch near the intersection of Escalante Rd and Old Spanish Trail.
My home is less than 10 miles from the site and I am very familiar with
the roads in this area as I have lived here for the past 13 years. I am a
frequent visitor to Saguaro National Park as well as the other parks in and
around this area. I have read the proposal and submittals of the
developers stating their goal of creating an eco-friendly, low environmental
impact facility. I have also read the letter endorsing the proposal from Mr.
Johnson, who helped get the Buffer Overlay Zoning Ordinance in place.
Finally, I have read the letter from the Pima County Development
Services staff stating that the proposal is in compliance with all regulatory
conditions that have been established to insure appropriate use of land
near the Saguaro National Park.
Given the fact that the land in question is privately owned and the owner
has to shoulder the financial burdens of ownership, it is unreasonable to
expect the land to be left as an empty desert. I believe we should
evaluate the Bike Ranch proposal as it compares to other ways to develop
the land, not as it compares to leaving the land vacant as it is now.
A facility that offers a place for visitors to stay while they explore the
Tucson area on bicycles would complement the Saguaro National Park, add
tourist dollars to our economy, and provide jobs for local residents. It will
not generate surges of motor traffic the way ball games, concerts, or
theaters do just before and after each event. The additional traffic
generated by the Bike Ranch will largely be bicycles moving silently along
Tucson’s bike lanes and bike paths, and Bike Ranch traffic will be more
evenly distributed through the day.

The National Park Service is trying to support more bicycle activity in the
parks. Located right across the road from the park, the Bike Ranch would
directly support the Park Service’s bicycle initiative.
Tucson and Pima County have made a huge investment in bike paths
and bike lanes around town. Tucson is nationally recognized as a prime
location for cycling that offers exceptionally good weather and routes.
Tucson is us; Pima County is us.
The Bike Ranch represents an
opportunity for us to reap some of the benefits of our investment and
recognition, and turn these assets into new money and jobs in our
community. Bike Ranch will do that with minimal negative impact on our
environment, our traffic density, or quality of life in our neighboring
communities. Let’s not overlook the fact that this is economic
development without spending any more of our tax money. Please don’t
let this opportunity slip through our fingers. It is unlikely we will ever be
offered a better deal.

Don and D'Ann Hunt

Michael V. Varney
michael.varney1@gmail.com
520-334-5622

March 31, 2019
Board of Supervisors Chair Richard Elias
Supervisor Sharon Bronson
Supervisor Steve Christy
Supervisor Ally Miller
Supervisor Ramon Valadez
Dear Supervisors:
I am writing to support the Bike Ranch project planned for development near the Saguaro National Park
East.
The developers of this project have gone to extreme lengths to be environmentally sensitive in both
their architecture design and actual construction practices. They are planning to build LEED Certified
Platinum structures on land they own. They plan to operate within established zoning regulations and
to be good neighbors to local residents and other area businesses.
Equally important are the Bike Ranch’s intentions to serve as a driver for recreational tourism by
attracting cycling enthusiasts to the Tucson area. Southern Arizona and specifically the Tucson metro
area already have a reputation for being cycling-friendly. The Bike Ranch will add yet another unique
dimension to this image and give cyclists another reason to choose Tucson as a destination.
In my role as the president and CEO of the Tucson Metro Chamber I have met many times with Kelley
Matthews and Peter Lashar. They have briefed me on their plans to operate an exciting and
environmentally sensitive business. I believe the Bike Ranch will be a true asset to the community.
Further, I believe the Bike Ranch will complement, not detract, from the character of the area.
I encourage the Pima County Board of Supervisors to support the Bike Ranch project and add a
responsible, visionary and tourism-oriented business to our local economy.
Sincerely,

Michael V. Varney
520-334-5622
michael.varney1@gmail.com
cc: County Administrator Chuck Huckelberry
City Council Member Shirley Scott
Pima County Hearing Administrator Nicholas Coussoulis

